
Together, Together, 
Life Is Life Is 
SweeterSweeter

God’s marvelous creationGod’s marvelous creationGod’s marvelous creation

The desert moon shines its silvery The desert moon shines its silvery 
light on a little heap of sand with a tiny light on a little heap of sand with a tiny 
doorway in it—a round doorway, black doorway in it—a round doorway, black 
in the shadows. Does someone live in the shadows. Does someone live 
there? Watch! Listen!there? Watch! Listen!

Thump, thump, thump. Thump, thump, thump. A little mousy A little mousy 
creature, dressed in white and brown, creature, dressed in white and brown, 

by Angela Freed

pops out of the round doorway. She pops out of the round doorway. She 
stands on her hind legs. She sniffs the stands on her hind legs. She sniffs the 
air, her great dark eyes shining and her air, her great dark eyes shining and her 
nose twitching.nose twitching.

She’s nervous. She’s worried that She’s nervous. She’s worried that 
someone might be outside her door—someone might be outside her door—
someone who might come in. She someone who might come in. She 
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doesn’t want anyone to come in doesn’t want anyone to come in 
because she has two fuzzy babies because she has two fuzzy babies 
in her house. They’re sleeping in in her house. They’re sleeping in 
a nest at the end of a long tunnel. a nest at the end of a long tunnel. 
They’re snuggled down in a cozy They’re snuggled down in a cozy 
pile of feathers and weed silk. And pile of feathers and weed silk. And 
Mrs. Kangaroo Rat doesn’t want Mrs. Kangaroo Rat doesn’t want 
anyone to eat them.anyone to eat them.

But she doesn’t smell anyone. But she doesn’t smell anyone. 
She doesn’t hear anyone. So, Mrs. She doesn’t hear anyone. So, Mrs. 
Kangaroo Rat bounces down a little Kangaroo Rat bounces down a little 
trail in the sand, swinging her long trail in the sand, swinging her long 
tail. It’s easy to see why she’s called tail. It’s easy to see why she’s called 
Mrs. Kangaroo Rat. She hops just Mrs. Kangaroo Rat. She hops just 

like a kangaroo, using her tail as a like a kangaroo, using her tail as a 
balancing pole.balancing pole.

Nighttime is party time for Mrs. Nighttime is party time for Mrs. 
Kangaroo Rat. But a party without Kangaroo Rat. But a party without 
friends is no fun. So she stops here friends is no fun. So she stops here 
and there at the round doorways of and there at the round doorways of 
her neighbors. When they pop out her neighbors. When they pop out 
and join her, they jump—together. and join her, they jump—together. 
They hop high into the air, over They hop high into the air, over 
and over again.and over again.

Nighttime is bath time for Mrs. Nighttime is bath time for Mrs. 
Kangaroo Rat. As she and her Kangaroo Rat. As she and her 
friends bounce down the tiny trails friends bounce down the tiny trails 
together, they find another group together, they find another group 

Be a Good Friend       by Brenda Huante

n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n

 H F Q A Q

 T R L L A

 E I Q T Q

 V E M Q A

 O N Q E Q

 L D Q Q S

A   FRIEND   LOVETH    
AT   ALL   TIMES

Jonathan was a good friend to David. He 
helped him when his father Saul tried to hurt 
David. Look in all directions to find the words 
from Proverbs 17:17.
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To Remember This Week . . .
 David and Jonathan loved one another.
 As close friends, they talked and encouraged each other.

—Merna B. Shank

1. son, 2. friends,  
3. loveth, 4. ten,  
5. angry, 6. hated, good

Answer for “Two Solution to “Do Not  
Good Friends”: Be Jealous”: 

of other mothers. Everyone takes of other mothers. Everyone takes 
one big group bath—together. Mrs. one big group bath—together. Mrs. 
Kangaroo Rat rolls around in the Kangaroo Rat rolls around in the 
powdery sand with her friends. No powdery sand with her friends. No 
water for her! Then she presses oil water for her! Then she presses oil 
out of special spots on her back. out of special spots on her back. 
She spreads the oil through her fur. She spreads the oil through her fur. 
Last of all, she carefully nibbles all Last of all, she carefully nibbles all 
along her tail.along her tail.

Nighttime is mealtime for Mrs. Nighttime is mealtime for Mrs. 
Kangaroo Rat. She and her friends Kangaroo Rat. She and her friends 
look for seeds—together. Crispy look for seeds—together. Crispy 
seeds. Dry seeds. No water for seeds. Dry seeds. No water for 
them! The itsy, bitsy drop of wetness them! The itsy, bitsy drop of wetness 
hidden deep inside the seeds is hidden deep inside the seeds is 
enough. There! They see a patch enough. There! They see a patch 
of desert grasses. Mrs. Kangaroo of desert grasses. Mrs. Kangaroo 
Rat and her fat neighbor hop to the Rat and her fat neighbor hop to the 
patch. They stuff their cheeks full patch. They stuff their cheeks full 
of grass seeds, just like a chipmunk.of grass seeds, just like a chipmunk.

As they jam and cram seeds into As they jam and cram seeds into 
their cheeks, a shadow slides over their cheeks, a shadow slides over 
the sand toward Mrs. Kangaroo the sand toward Mrs. Kangaroo 
Rat’s fat neighbor. A long curving Rat’s fat neighbor. A long curving 
line of yellow, with black and white line of yellow, with black and white 
rings—a king snake!rings—a king snake!

He throws himself at the big He throws himself at the big 
kangaroo rat, his mouth wide open, kangaroo rat, his mouth wide open, 
ready to bite. But the kangaroo ready to bite. But the kangaroo 
rat has very sharp ears. As soon rat has very sharp ears. As soon 
as she hears the little swish of air as she hears the little swish of air 
the snake makes when he jumps the snake makes when he jumps 
at her, she leaps high—as high at her, she leaps high—as high 
as a bedroom ceiling. as a bedroom ceiling. Thunk!Thunk! The  The 

snake’s mouth bites the sand instead snake’s mouth bites the sand instead 
of the kangaroo rat.of the kangaroo rat.

When Mrs. Kangaroo Rat’s fat When Mrs. Kangaroo Rat’s fat 
neighbor lands again on the sand, neighbor lands again on the sand, 
she doesn’t run away. Instead, she she doesn’t run away. Instead, she 
whirls around and begins kicking whirls around and begins kicking 
sand with her back feet at the snake sand with her back feet at the snake 
in fast hard in fast hard swooshes.swooshes.

A snake’s eyes have no eyelids. A snake’s eyes have no eyelids. 
He cannot even squint. The sand He cannot even squint. The sand 
comes so hard and so fast that it comes so hard and so fast that it 
stings his poor eyeballs.stings his poor eyeballs.

Mrs. Kangaroo Rat and all her Mrs. Kangaroo Rat and all her 
friends come running. They all join friends come running. They all join 
the sand-kicking—together. Sharp the sand-kicking—together. Sharp 
sand grains fly at the snake from all sand grains fly at the snake from all 
sides. He can’t see anything. His sides. He can’t see anything. His 
eyes hurt terribly. He slithers away eyes hurt terribly. He slithers away 
over the sand as fast as he can.over the sand as fast as he can.

As soon as the horrible snake is As soon as the horrible snake is 
gone, a huge kangaroo-rat party gone, a huge kangaroo-rat party 
begins. Jolly chattering, joyful begins. Jolly chattering, joyful 
squeaks, dancing, jumping, and squeaks, dancing, jumping, and 
bouncing. They had saved their bouncing. They had saved their 
friend—together. They leap with friend—together. They leap with 
happiness—together. And together happiness—together. And together 
they bounce back to their homes they bounce back to their homes 
and their waiting babies.and their waiting babies.

How much sweeter life is—How much sweeter life is—
together!together!

 J E A L O U S Y K
 P H S C R U E L K
 C T I Q E V A R G
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Solution to  
“Be a Good  
Friend”:

Two Good Friends
by Marilyn Senterfitt

The Bible tells us about two young men named David and Jonathan. 
Read the sentences and circle the correct word.  The first one is done for 
you.

1.  Jonathan was the   SON      BROTHER   of King Saul.

2.  David and Jonathan were   FRIENDS      ENEMIES.

3.  The Bible teaches that a friend   LOVETH      HATETH   at all times.

4.  The women said King Saul had slain his thousands, but David had 

slain his   TWO      TEN   thousands.

5.  When King Saul heard what the women said, he became very   HAPPY     

ANGRY.

6.  King Saul   LOVED      HATED   David, but Jonathan and David 

continued to be   GOOD      BAD   friends.

Do Not Be Jealous
by Jean Knabbe

 J E A L O U S Y K

 P H S C R U E L K

 C T I Q E V A R G

JEALOUSY    IS    CRUEL
AS    THE    GRAVE

Look forward, backward, up, 
and down to find the following 
words from Song of Solomon 
8:6.

 H F Q A Q
 T R L L A
 E I Q T Q
 V E M Q A
 O N Q E Q
 L D Q Q S

n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n
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When I am sick and stuck in bed
And siblings bring me tea and bread,
I rub my aching eyes and head
And croak, “Just bring me Mom.”

When flowers bloom across the lawn
And lift their faces to the dawn,
I gather handfuls till they’re gone
And take them in to Mom.

When some disaster shakes the day,
(Like when the blender blew a spray
Of milkshake, up! and far away)
I always holler, “Mom!”

And every time she soothes my cold,
Or takes the flowers from my hold,
Or rescues me and doesn’t scold,
I say, “I love you, Mom.”

MomMom
by Heidi Goodby Heidi Good
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Kindness               by William Schlegl

Write the letter that comes between the two letters given.  You will 
learn about being kind to others.

 “ _____________ _________ _________ ______________________
    ZB   MO   CE ZB    RT XZ    DF VX   NP   TV   KM   CE

 ________________ _____________ ________________________
 SU   GI   ZB   SU LN   DF   MO RT   GI   NP   TV   KM   CE

 ________ ________ ____________ , ________ ________
 CE   NP SU   NP XZ   NP   TV CE   NP XZ   DF

 ________________ ________ ________________ ” (Luke 6:31).
 ZB   KM   RT   NP SU   NP SU   GI   DF   LN

The Fawn               by Delphine Ramer

A story for young readers
Dad, Mom, Ken, and baby Karl 

were on their way to church. Ken 
sat in the van with a Bible on his 
lap and looked out the window as 
Dad drove.

“Look!” said Dad. He pushed 
hard on the brakes. The van stopped.

A big deer walked across the 
road in front of the van. A small 
deer stepped out of the grass along 
the road. The small deer had white 
spots and long legs. Its ears stood 
up straight. It walked across the 
road behind its mother.

“Oh, the fawn is so cute,” Mom 
said. She pointed to the small deer 

with spots.
The two deer soon disappeared 

into the woods. As they drove on 
to church, Dad said, “The mother 
deer is called a doe. She will hide 
the fawn in the tall grass or in the 
woods. The fawn’s spots look like 
flecks of sunlight and shadow on 
the ground. The spots help to hide 
the fawn from coyotes and bobcats 
and the sharp eyes of an eagle.

Mom looked back at Ken. “The 
fawn knows that it must be very 
quiet when its mother hides it in 
the woods. It stays still and does 
not move so that nothing will find 
it.” (continued on page 3)

Mary – Jesus, Sarah – Issac, Hannah – Samuel, 
 Rachel – Joseph, Eve – AbelAnswers for “Flowers for Mothers”:

GGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGG
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“I hope you will be quiet and 
sit still in Sunday school today,” 
Dad said to Ken. “God wants you 
to obey your parents and teachers. 
Then you will be kept safe from 
many things that could hurt you, 
just like the fawn is kept safe by its 
mother.”

During Sunday school, Ken sat 
still and listened to his teacher, 
Sister Ruth. He was quiet as she 

read a Bible story. Then he sat 
quietly beside Dad while Brother 
James preached.

When church was over, Sister 
Ruth came to him. She said, “Thank 
you, Ken, for being a good boy in 
Sunday school.” She smiled at him.

Ken told Sister Ruth about the 
baby deer he had seen on the way 
to church. What a happy day!
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Connect the
numbers and
letters in  order.
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“And as ye would that men should do to you, do ye also to them” (Luke 6:31). Answers for “Kindness”:

EVE

To Remember This Week . . .

 Though Saul hunted David to find and to kill him,
  That didn’t change David at all.
 He still thought it wrong to attack God’s anointed,
  So passed by the sleeping King Saul.

—Merna B. Shank

RACHEL

MARY

HANNAH

JOSEPH

SAMUEL

ABEL

SARAH

Flowers for Mothers
by Marilyn Senterfitt

On the pansies are the names of five 
mothers of the Bible. Write the correct  
mother’s name on each flower pot.  
The first one is done for you.

ISAAC

MARY

JESUS
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